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Introduction
Welcome to the second edition of the 
TravelSupermarket Travel Trends Tracker. 
TravelSupermarket is at the heart of the 
travel industry in the UK and has its finger 
on the pulse of consumer trends. This 
annual publication gives us the opportunity 
to share our knowledge with you.

To gather the data for this edition of the Tracker, 
TravelSupermarket conducted 5,256 online interviews with 
British holidaymakers aged 18 and over regarding their 
actual 2012 holidays and their proposed trips for 2013. 
We define holidaymakers as those who have been on 
holiday at least once during the past three years. 
Our research took place between November 27 and 
December 7, 2012. For the purpose of the survey, a holiday 
was defined as two or more nights spent away from home 
for leisure purposes.  

“
 

42 per cent
of Brits say

websites play
a big part in

their 2013 holiday 
choices ”
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Key findings:
• Holidays are still a priority in these unforgiving economic 
times. 93% of those surveyed plan to take a holiday in 2013, 
which is almost identical to the number (92%) who got away in 
2012.
• The average length of time Brits plan to spend on holiday in 
2013 is 9.66 days. This is 0.6 of a day more than in 2012.
• People living in the UK are clearly fans of summer holidays 
with 14% aiming to head off in June, 13% in July and 15% in 
August.
• Where are we heading? To the beach. 27% say this is where 
they’ll go for their main holiday in 2013.
• Which countries cut it as a holiday destination? The UK 
remains the major player when it comes to holiday destinations. 
Some 29% are planning to holiday here. 10% will go to Spain, 
6% to the USA and 5% to France.
• Almost a third (29%) will choose self-catering as their board 
arrangement.
• As in 2012, price (42%), weather (32%) and accommodation 
(26%) are the three top factors influencing our choice of holiday.

Research and booking 
• One in five (21%) take less than a week to book a holiday and 
more than a quarter (26%) spend between two and four weeks. 
Just 1% take more than a year.

• What influences our decisions on 
where to holiday? 42% say websites 
play a big part in their holiday choices. 
Friends also count for a lot – 36% say 
recommendations from friends played 
a part in their choice of holiday. Just 
9% cite a face-to-face conversation 
with a travel agent as an important 
influence.

Holiday money
• On average, people plan to spend 
£658 on travel and accommodation in 
2013 (they spent £663 in 2012). Retired 
people plan to spend the most (£934).
• The average holidaymaker expects 
to get through £449 in spending money 
while on holiday. This compares to 
£444 in 2012. Men plan to take £499 
compared with the £401 that women 
say they will take.

Brits planning
to go on a

holiday in 2013

93%

Brits who take
2-4 weeks to plan
their 2013 holiday

26%
Brits planning

a holiday in the UK
in 2013

29%

Brits planning
a main beach

holiday in 2013

27%
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About TravelSupermarket

TravelSupermarket is the travel site which offers people in the UK all the comparison 
tools they need when they’re planning their holiday and want to find the very best 
one for their family.

The website compares flights, car hire, hotels, cruise, package holidays and dynamic 
packaging by searching hundreds of travel websites. The information supplied is 
unbiased and is designed to save the customer time and money. 

The site thrives on offering its users accurate real time availability by taking 
information directly from suppliers such as Opodo, British Airways, Thomas Cook, 
First Choice, Radisson, Sol Melia, Thomson, Holiday Autos, Auto-Europe and many 
more, ensuring users are presented the best possible price at all times. It searches:

• Over 650 scheduled, low cost and charter airlines from 39 individual suppliers
• Over 200,000 individual hotels from over 42 individual hotel suppliers
• Over 200 individual car hire providers from over 21 suppliers
• 1,000s of individual package holidays from over 34 suppliers

Additionally, TravelSupermarket also compares prices on travel insurance, travel 
money and airport car parking. 

TravelSupermarket is part of the MoneySupermarket.com Group PLC.

MoneySupermarket is a website where consumers can compare personal finance 
products, save money and apply online. The website compares several products 
including personal loans, credit cards, mortgages, current accounts, savings 
accounts, motor insurance, home insurance, health insurance, mobile phones, 
broadband and shopping.
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While rising living costs and a squeeze 
on take-home pay have made the 
going tough for many people across 
the UK in recent times, the majority of 
us will not give up our holidays without 
a fight. According to the results of 
TravelSupermarket’s research:

• Overall, 93% of those surveyed plan 
to take at least one holiday in 2013 
(92% took one in 2012).
• Almost a quarter (24%) plan to go on 
holiday at least once during 2013, while 
almost the same number (23%) aim to 
take two holidays. In 2012 30% took 
one holiday and 26% two holidays.
• Just 6% will go without a holiday 
in 2013. In 2012, 4% planned to go 
without a holiday but our research 
shows that in the end 8% were forced 
to forego time away from home.

Bob Atkinson, travel expert at 
TravelSupermarket, said: “Once 
again the results of our research have 
demonstrated clearly that the majority 
of British people view holidays as 
important times in their lives. While 
there is no doubt that times are tough, 
most people do see their annual 
holiday as a crucial part of family life 
and will do everything possible to 
make sure they can take that time off to 
recharge”.

Men versus women
• Men and women are almost united 
when it comes to their attitudes to 
holidays. 92% of men and 94% of 
women plan to take a holiday in 2013. 
• 23% of both men and women 
hope to get away twice in 2013 
(2012’s figures were 25% and 26% 
respectively).

Breakdown by age
• 11% of those in the 18-29 age bracket plan to go without a holiday in 
2013, whereas in the 60-69 and 70 plus age brackets this figure drops to 
just 4%. In 2012 10% of those aged between 18 and 29 went without a 
holiday and 8% of those aged between 60 and 69.
• 92% of people aged 30-39 and 93% of those 40-49 are aiming to get 
away once in 2013. This compares to 96% in the 60-69 age group.

Breakdown by life stage
• Retired people are making use of their leisure time. One in five (20%) 
plan to take three holidays in 2013 (19% in 2012). Across everyone 
surveyed, the average was 15% (16% in 2012) but if we look at first-time 
workers the figure drops to 8% (15% in 2012). 

Breakdown by region
• 32% of residents in Liverpool plan to take two holidays in 2013. This is in 
contrast to just 17% in Birmingham and 21% in London and Glasgow.
• Londoners believe they are most likely to forego a holiday altogether in 
2013 (10%). This compares to just 2% of those in Glasgow.

How many holidays do people in the UK plan to take?

Most optimistic life stage for getting away on a holiday in 2013

Student/not in full time work (ALL)           98%

Student/not in full-time work – live with parents            100%

Student/not in full-time work – live away from parents         97%

First career/new worker – still single 89%

Mature single (never married) - still working     93%

Single – widowed, divorced or separated    92%

Young couple –no children yet    92%

Couple with young children 89%

Couple with grown up children (all 16+)       95%

Couple who do not plan to have children         97%

Retired couple (ALL)        96%

Retired couple – one/both partners working part time         97%

Retired couple –pension/investment income only        96%

Retired single (ALL)     93%

Retired single – working part time   91%

Retired single – pension/investment income only     93%
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How the regions shape up
Residents of Bristol and Glasgow 
like their holidays long. Compared 
with the average Brit (37%) taking a 
holiday of between 8-14 nights, 47% 
of those in Bristol plan a main holiday 
of this length while in Glasgow 46% 
do. In Newcastle shorter holidays 
are on the agenda with just 30% 
planning a holiday of this length and 
some 9% saying they’ll take a main 

On average, 9.66 days is the length of time people in the UK plan to go 
away for on their main 2013 break. This timeframe has increased by 0.6 
days since 2012. Drilling down into these figures, our research shows:
• 37% plan to take a main break of between eight and 14 nights (34% in 
2012)
• 34% aim to go away on their main break for between four and seven 
nights (41% in 2012)
• 7% are treating themselves to a main holiday lasting more than 21 
nights (7% in 2012)
• 6% will take a main break of one and three nights (11% in 2012)
• 6% are getting away on a main break lasting between 15 and 20 
nights (7% in 2012).

Cash-strapped students lose their wanderlust
In 2012, 15% of students living away from their parents planned to hit 
the road for more than 21 nights. In 2013 with students now paying 
the full whack of further education costs, this figure has plummeted to 
6%. However, our research does highlight that there is still a band of 
students hell-bent on seeing the world and they are perhaps managing 
to get together the cash by staying on in the family home rather than 
moving away to university. Some 12% of students still living with their 
parents plan to get away for more than 21 nights in 2013 (4% in 2012).
• In 2013 the over 60s continue to demonstrate their desire to explore 
more of the world with 15% saying they’ll get away on a main holiday 
lasting more than 21 nights.
• First-time workers will have their noses to the grindstone in 2013 
with 13% saying their main holiday will last between once and three 
nights (6% average in 2013). 

How long are people going away for?

Average length of main holiday planned in 2013 versus those taken in 2012

Nights 2012 2013

1-3 nights 11% 6%

4-7 41% 34%

8-14 34% 37%

15-20 7% 6%

21 plus 7% 7%

Don’t know 0% 10%

Table: UK average of main holiday planned in 2013 

compared to main holidays taken in 2012

Most popular
holiday duration

for 2013

8-14
(nights)

“
 

37 per cent
of Brits plan to

go on their main
holiday for between

eight and 14
nights in
2013 ”
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How many nights are we staying 
away for in total?
In 2013, when thinking about all of our 
holidays added together:
• 8% of us are expecting to stay away 
for five or fewer nights
• 18% for 6-10 nights
• 21% for 11-15 nights
• 16% for 16-20 nights
• 15% for 21-30 nights
• 7% for 31-40 nights
• 2% for 41-50 nights.

When will people take their holidays?

• 9% plan on several short holidays of 
a similar length rather than one or two 
main holidays.

Bob Atkinson said: “Despite family 
budgets facing a squeeze, we’re still 
seeing the majority of people hoping 
for more than one holiday in 2013 and 
they are no doubt on the hunt for holiday 
bargains. With 44% of those surveyed 
indicating that they plan to go on one 
major holiday along with the occasional 
shorter break, people are sending 
out a clear message that holidays are 
revitalising and not an area of life that 
they would willingly scrimp on.” 

break of between one and 
three nights compared with 
an average of 6% for the 
country as a whole.

Long holidays versus 
shorter breaks
Of those we surveyed:
• 44% plan to take one main 
holiday with occasional 
shorter breaks
• 18% are planning on one 
holiday with no shorter breaks
• 12% are going for two or 
three main holidays with no 
shorter breaks

“We’re all going on a 
summer holiday”
British holidaymakers are 
traditionalists when it comes 
to choosing the dates for their 
holidays and overwhelmingly 
opt for the summer months in 
spite of the bargain breaks to be 
had at other times of the year.
• Some 12% plan to take their 
main holiday in May (10% in 
2012), 14% in June (14% in 
2012), 13% in July (15% in 
2012) and 15% in August (18% 
in 2012) and 9% in September 
(14% in 2012). 
• The winter months are 
the least popular time to 
get away, with 3% opting to 
take a main holiday in both 
January and February (2% 
and 3% respectively in 2012) 
and just 1% in November and 
December (3% in both months 
in 2012). 

Times of year most/least popular for taking a holiday in 2013

January     3%

February     3%

March         5%

April             7%

May                       12%

June                           14%

July                         13%

August                             15%

September                   9%

October     3%

November 1%

December 1%

Don’t know                           14%
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holidaying with partners. This 
compares with the average 
of 70% across all age groups 
and 75% in the 30-39 age 
group.

Almost a third (29%) of those 
aged between 18 and 29 will 
holiday with friends. This is 
in contrast to 16% across 
everyone surveyed and just 

• Retired couples still opt to take 
their main holiday during the warmer 
months but tend to steer clear of the 
peak July and August months. 15% of 
retired couples will get away on their 
main 2013 holiday in May, 17% opt for 
June, 7% July, 6% August and 12% 
September. 

Top 5 holiday companions in 2013

Breakdown by life stage
• As would be expected, families with 
children are most likely to take their 
main holiday in August at the height of 
the long summer break from school. 
29% of couples with young children will 
get away in August in comparison to 
just 6% of retired people.

5. Some 5% of us will go away with 
our grandchildren in 2013.

These results are almost identical 
to those relating to who we went on 
holiday with in 2012.

Partners are less popular holiday 
companions for those in the 18-29 
age bracket - although more than half 
of this age group (55%) will still be 

1. Our partners are our favourite 
holiday companions. In 2013 70% of 
us aim to go on holiday with them.
2. Children come next. 30% of us will 
holiday with our children in 2013.
3. Friends are a popular choice with 
16% of us planning to take a holiday 
with friends in 2013.
4. Parents occupy the fourth spot. 
7% of those we surveyed will have a 
holiday with parents in 2013.

Families with
children going on
holiday in August

29%
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Bob Atkinson said: “Life is busy for 
the majority of Brits and it is a constant 
struggle to juggle the demands of work, 
family life and time with friends. What 
our research really drives home is that 
holidays aren’t all about visiting new 
places or relaxing, but instead are just 
as much about spending quality time 
with loved ones.” 

12% in the 40-49 age bracket. Holidaying with friends becomes more popular 
again with those who have retired. During this life stage some 30% will holiday 
with friends. 8% of people plan to go away on their own in 2013, an option 
most popular with the over 70s at 12%. 

• Regionally, it is Liverpudlians who are the most likely to head for the beach. 
36% of people from the city say this is where they are heading for their main 
holiday in 2013. At the other end of the spectrum, just 20% of people from 
Bristol will follow suit. 

Where else will we go?
• Cottages and villas are the second most popular choice for our main 
holiday with 11% of us choosing this option. This type of holiday is most 
popular with couples with young children (15%).
• Trips to visit the family come a close third with 10% of us saying this is how 
we’ll spend our main holiday.
• Almost one in 10 of us (9%) are opting for a city break for our main holiday. 
This is a drop from 2012 when 15% of us chose a city break as our main 
holiday. In 2013, city breaks are most popular with those aged between 18-29 
(14%), with mature singles (19%) and with residents in Norwich.
• Next on the list is camping and caravanning. 7% of us say we’ll be doing 
this on our main holiday.

What doesn’t cut it as a main holiday?
• In spite of the UK going sport mad in 2012, just 1% of people in Britain 
say their main holiday will be a trip to watch a sporting event.
• Activity holidays where we learn a new skill are not as popular as you 
might expect with just 1% choosing to spend their main holiday in this way.

What we did in 2012 and what we plan to do in 2013
Where are we going for our 
main holiday?
There’s no beating the beach
Bucket and spade holidays are 
perennial favourites with the British. 
27% of us say we will be heading to 
the beach for our main holiday in 2013. 
Roughly the same number took to the 
sand in 2012 for their main holiday 
(29%).
• If we cut the data by age, beach 
holidays are most popular amongst 
the 40-49 age bracket (32%) and least 
popular with those over 70 (15%).
• Looking at life stages, students 
living at home with parents and those 
who have retired find the beach least 
appealing (17% in both categories 
plan to opt for the beach in 2013). This 
compares with 32% for couples who 
don’t plan to have children, and those 
who have not yet had children and 31% 
for couples with children.
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Holidays as a whole
• 9% are planning a night away for a 
special occasion
• 9% will go on an active holiday such 
as walking or mountain biking. This type 
of holiday is most popular with students 
who live away from home (23%) and 
those in their first jobs (22%) and least 
popular with those who have retired 
(8%). From the regions, active holidays 
are most popular with Leicester residents 
with 16% saying they will go on one. 
• 7% will head off on a cruise. This figure 
rises to 17% for those who have retired 
• 5% plan to take a ferry and drive
• 4% are aiming for a fly-drive holiday

• 4% will go away to watch a sporting 
event. 14% of students who live at 
home will travel to a sporting event
• 4% will have a night away for a 
wedding
• 3% fancy a spa break. This type of 
holiday is equally as popular with men 
as it is with women
• 2% are planning an activity holiday to 
learn a new skill such as cooking
• 2% will go away for a stag or hen 
weekend
• 12% of us don’t know what we’ll be 
doing yet.

The beach remains our 
top destination
Looking at all the holidays we 
plan to take in 2013, beach 
destinations remain the most 
popular. 35% of us say we will 
be spending holiday time like 
this. In 2012, this figure was 
almost the same at 34%.

City breaks are a 
popular choice
In 2013, 29% of us say we 
will go on a city break (30% 
in 2012). This type of holiday 
is most popular with mature 
singles who have never been 
married and still work (41%) and 
young couples with no children 
(40%). Those in Leicester (23%) 
and Nottingham (23%) find city 
breaks the least appealing while 
residents of Edinburgh and 
Liverpool are much more likely 
than the average to choose a 
city break (38% respectively).

Visiting family will 
prompt us to travel
Almost a quarter (24%) say we 
will go on a trip in 2013 to visit 
family. In 2012, 29% went on 
this type of holiday.

The rest
• 18% of us are planning to 
stay in a cottage or villa
• 12% will go camping or 
caravanning. For couples with 
young children, this figure rises 
to 21%. Almost a quarter of 
people in Leeds (24%) will stay 
in a cottage or villa compared 
with 12% from Newcastle

All holidays versus main holidays 2013

Type Main holiday All holidays

Beach 27% 35%

City break 9% 29%

Cottage/villa 11% 18%

Cruise 5% 7%

Ferry and drive 2% 5%

Camping/caravanning 7% 12%

Fly drive 3% 4%

Activity holiday (eg walking, mountain biking) 4% 9%

Activity holiday to learn a new skill 1% 2%

Spa break 0% 3%

Stag/hen weekends 0% 2%

Trip to visit family 10% 24%

Night away for a wedding 1% 4%

Night away for a special occasion 1% 9%

Activity holiday 2% 1%

Other 10% 7%

Don’t know 10% 10%

Table: The types of holiday planned as a main holiday in 2013 compared to

all holidays planned for 2013
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breakfast holidays get the thumbs up 
from those living in Edinburgh. Some 
21% are choosing this type of holiday in 
2013 compared with 10% in Glasgow. 
You are most likely to find this option 
booked on city breaks and UK holidays. 

All-inclusive is appealing
All-inclusive package holidays are 
an excellent choice for those looking 
to control their holiday budgets and 
our research shows that 11% will be 
choosing this type of holiday in 2013 
(11% in 2012). All-inclusive holidays 

40 and 49 are most likely to opt for self- 
catering (34%) while those over 70 are 
least likely to be found cooking when 
on holiday (21%). If we look at couples 
with young children, 42% say they will 
choose a self-catering holiday in 2013.

Bed and breakfast is the 
second most popular option
While self-catering lags behind by 
some way, bed and breakfast is the 
second most popular choice. 13% are 
opting for this arrangement on their 
main holiday (14% in 2012). Bed and 

Self-catering gets the 
thumbs up
Almost a third of people (29%) 
are choosing self-catering 
accommodation for their main 
holiday in 2013. This is much 
the same as 2012 when 32% 
opted for self-catering. While 
for many, getting away from 
the kitchen sink is an important 
part of a holiday, self-catering 
is an excellent way of helping 
keep holiday costs under 
control. Those aged between 

Board arrangements for main holidays

Bob Atkinson said: “The beach 
remains a winning formula and holidays 
involving sea and sand are clearly part 
of the British psyche. However, we 
don’t appear to be a nation of divers 
and surfers because, while 27% of us 
plan to go to the beach for our main 
holiday, just 4% say we have a sporting 
activity holiday planned. Our results 
also show that British people enjoy the 
excitement of city life, although we’d 
rather not spend our main holiday in a 
city (29% plan to visit a city on holiday 
in 2013 but only 9% will do this as their 
main holiday).”

Beach holiday
as a main holiday

in 2013

27%

Cottage or villa
as a main holiday

in 2013

11%
Trips to visit family

for a holiday
in 2013

24%

City break as
for a holiday

in 2013

29%
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a holiday (the same number 
chose the USA for their holiday 
in 2012). Next on the list is 
France (5%; the same number 
visited France in 2012).
Top 4 destinations for a 
main holiday:
1. UK 29%
2. Spain 10%
3. US 6%
4. France 5%

the same question at the end of 2011. 
However, our research revealsthat, in 
reality, 39% of Brits ended up holidaying 
in the UK in 2012 for their main annual 
holiday.

Spain is the second most popular 
destination for a main holiday with 10% 
saying this is where they’ll go in 2013 
(13% visited Spain in 2012). The USA 
occupies the third spot, with 6% planning 

Destinations
Where do we go on holiday?
The UK is overwhelmingly the most 
common holiday destination among 
the British, but our research does 
highlight that there are perhaps a 
number of us who would rather be 
going elsewhere if circumstances 
permitted. Of those interviewed, 29% 
say they will holiday in the UK in 2013. 
This figure is similar to the 30% that said 
they’d holiday in the UK when we asked 

Bob Atkinson said: “Once again, 
self-catering holidays are by far the 
most popular choice of board in 2013. 
They offer excellent value for money 
and choosing this option certainly 
helps people keep holiday costs under 
control. They also provide flexibility 
while on holiday, which is particularly 
appealing for those with children, and 
we certainly see this reflected in our 
survey results. All-inclusive holidays also 
remain a great budget conscious option 
for those looking to manage their holiday 
budget.”

are most popular with couples with 
young children (16%) and least 
popular with single retired people (3%). 
Residents in Nottingham are most 
likely to go for all-inclusive (17%) and 
those in Edinburgh and Birmingham 
the least (8% respectively).

Full board has lost its appeal
Once the mainstay of the holiday 
industry, full board holidays are only 
attracting 6% of Brits in 2013 (7% in 
2012), perhaps being overtaken by 
value driven all-inclusive deals. 

“
  

Self-
catering is still

the most
popular choice
of board ”

“
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Accommodation
Number three on our list is accommodation. Of those we surveyed, 26% 
said this was one of the three main factors that will influence their holiday 
choice in 2013. 
• Accommodation is less important to young people with just 17% 
of those between 18 and 29 saying it was in their top three factors 
compared with 32% of those between 50 and 59 
• Those in their first careers are even less likely (13%) to worry about 
accommodation than students (19%)
• Glaswegians are a lot less bothered (18%) by accommodation than 
those in Leicester (36%).

With 2012 characterised by atrocious 
weather in the UK and pressure on 
our wallets from the mounting cost 
of living, we asked what three main 
factors would influence our choice of 
a main holiday destination in 2013. 

Price  
Price tops our list with 42% saying this 
sways their decision on destination.
• Price matters more to women than 
men (44% women, 40% men) and is 
a bigger concern for those in their 
middle years (48% in the 30-39 age 
range and 47% for those 40-49 versus 
35% for people aged between 60-69). 
• If we look at life stages, 53% of 
students living at home cite price as 
a main factor as do 50% of couples 
with young children. This compares to 
just 31% of retired couples or retired 
singles who still work part time.
• Half of those in Bristol and Leeds 
say price motivates their choice 
whereas in London this figure drops 
to 35%.

Weather
The weather has a big impact on 
Brit’s choice of holiday destination 
according to our research. Some 
32% said this is one of the three main 
factors they take into consideration 
when booking a holiday. 
• Weather is least important to 
students. Overall, just 24% said 
it would influence their choice of 
destination whereas for students living 
away from home this figure drops to 
22%.
• 40% of those from Glasgow view 
weather as one of the top three 
factors when choosing a holiday in 
contrast to 23% from Leicester.

What influences decisions when choosing a holiday

Main factors that influence destination choice in 2013

Factor Total

Price 42%

Weather 32%

Accommodation 26%

Sightseeing 23%

It’s perfect for a family holiday 16%

It is somewhere new 16%

Culture 13%

Activities 12%

I always go there 12%

Dates 11%

Food 11%

Availability 10%

Safety & security in destination 9%

Other 8%

History 7%

Don’t know 5%

Shopping 4%

Language 2%

Table: The main factors that have or will influence choice

of holiday destination in 2013
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Researching and booking holidays

• 16% consider whether it is 
economically stable
• 10% are swayed by whether there is 
an event there that they are planning 
to go to
• 9% class the availability of kids clubs 
and entertainment as important 
• 6% are motivated by sporting 
activities.
• However, 57% said none of the 
above would influence their decision.

According to TravelSupermarket’s 
research, a large share of people don’t 
deliberate for too long before booking a 
holiday. One in five (21%) take less than 
a week, more than a quarter (26%) take 
between two and four weeks, 16% take 
a month and 18% between two and 
three months. 

There are 1% who spend more than 
a year researching holidays, the 
same number who take between nine 
months and a year, 2% who mull over 
the options for between six and nine 
months and 5% who take around four to 
five months.

What influences our decisions 
on where to holiday?

Where would we be without the 
internet?
As would be expected, the internet 
plays a big part in shaping our holiday 
choices. 42% said online sites such 
as TripAdvisor or TravelSupermarket 
influenced their decisions. When it 
comes to young couples with no 
children, this figure rises to 60% but for 
retired singles it drops to 23%. 

Sightseeing 
The sights make it into the top three 
for 23% of those we surveyed. 
• Couples with young children don’t 
see sightseeing as a priority (12%) 
versus 34% for retired singles who still 
work part time.

The influence of other factors
Our research highlights that when 
choosing their main 2013 holiday:

“
  

Price is
the biggest
influencer of

where to go on
holiday ”

“

 Life stage most influenced by the internet for holidays in 2013

Student/not in full time work (ALL)                   46%

Student/not in full-time work – live with parents                      52%

Student/not in full-time work – live away from parents            42%

First career/new worker – still single                    48%

Mature single (never married) - still working                41%

Single – widowed, divorced or separated             37%

Young couple –no children yet                           60%

Couple with young children                  46%

Couple with grown up children (all 16+)                43%

Couple who do not plan to have children                    49%

Retired couple (ALL)            36%

Retired couple – one/both partners working part time           41%

Retired couple –pension/investment income only           35%

Retired single (ALL) 23%

Retired single – working part time       29%

Retired single – pension/investment income only 23%
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After the excitement of events in the 
UK in 2012, such as the Olympics 
and the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, 
are we eager to search out overseas 
exhilaration to keep us on a high in 
2013? 
In short, no. 59% disagreed with this 
sentiment versus only 8% who felt it 
was true. 16% of those from Newcastle 
and Liverpool agree compared with a 
mere 3% of those in Norwich.

Are we looking for more events in 
the UK to match the excitement?
Again no. 52% disagree versus 11% 
who agree. However 29% of students 
agree, rising to 34% for those still living 
with parents. This is in contrast to just 
3% of retired people.

Are we relieved 2013 doesn’t hold 
yet more events in the UK to plan 
around?
The results are more balanced here. 
20% agree with this statement versus 
28% who don’t.

Has the bad summer weather made 
us more determined to go away in 
2013?
A third (33%) agree with this statement 
while almost as many (30%) disagree – 
perhaps because they’re optimistic we 
must at last be due a good summer in 
the UK!

Friends count
We also value the opinion 
of our friends and 36% of 
those surveyed said that 
recommendations from friends 
played a part in their choice of 
holiday. If we look at those in 
their first careers who are still 
single, this figure rises to 56%. 
However, for retired singles 
who still work part time, it 
plummets to 18%.

Brochures hold their appeal
Our research demonstrates 
that when it comes to 
holidays, we haven’t shunned 
printed brochures yet. Some 
28% of us enjoy nothing 
more than flicking through 
a pile of holiday brochures 
before choosing where to 
go. Respondents claim 
newspapers and magazines 
are a much less powerful 
influence, with just 12% citing 
these as the major influence 
in a holiday decision. The 
same number are inspired to 
make a decision by TV travel 
programmes. 

Travel agents lose their 
appeal
Travel agents are losing their 
appeal and just 9% said a 
face-to-face conversation with 
a travel agent would influence 
their decision on where to 
holiday.

Nostalgia motivates 8% of 
us
Our research reveals that 8% 
of us are influenced by places 
we visited as a child. However, 

those aged over 70 clearly don’t harp 
back to the holidays of their youth as 
in this category just 3% cite this as an 
influence.

Group buying deals have little 
impact
It’s only a small number (4%) who say 
group buying deals influence them.

We don’t want to be where 
celebrities are
Just 1% said they are influenced by 
where celebrities go on holiday.

Bob Atkinson said: “The way we 
research and book holidays has 
changed radically over the past 10 
years. Where, historically, a trip to the 
travel agents was the main way to 
choose and book a holiday, it’s now 
far less popular. In its place, of course, 
is the internet, and it’s now the first 
place most of us turn to research most 
things in life, including holidays. Sites 
such as TravelSupermarket have made 
it easier to research destinations, find 
out what’s on offer and snap up the 
perfect getaway. Our research also 
shows that the opinions of those close 
to us are important when it comes to 
choosing a holiday with some 36% 
of use saying we take into account 
the recommendations of our friends. 
Printed brochures are also still popular 
and it will be interesting to monitor this 
over coming years as tablet computers 
become a bigger part of life.” 
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Bob Atkinson said: “Air Passenger 
Duty is a real bone of contention for 
the holiday industry at the moment, 
and we witnessed hikes of almost 
10% in 2012 with more planned in 
2013. The UK has the highest APD 
in the world and there are real fears 
that the costs it adds to flights will 
influence people’s decisions about 
where to travel while also putting 
off tourists from visiting the UK. Our 
research highlights that for almost a 
quarter of Brits the cost of it is putting 
us off visiting somewhere. When you 
bear in mind that APD adds £260 
to the cost of a holiday for a family 
of four flying to America, this isn’t 
surprising.”
 

How do we feel about visiting 
countries affected by adverse 
weather conditions?
Recent freak weather has made 
close to a fifth of us (21%) consider 
the countries we choose to visit. On 
the other hand, 32% disagree that it 
has an impact of their choices.

Is the cost of Air Passenger 
Duty (APD) enough to put 
holidaymakers off visiting 
somewhere?
Overall 23% say they are intending to 
avoid countries where it costs more 
while 22% say they’re not. Thrifty folk 
from Leicester and Norwich are most 
likely to be swayed by APD with 30% 
in both regions saying they won’t be 
holidaying in countries where it costs 
more in APD to get there.

APD costs
affecting

destination
choice

23%

Adverse
 weather
affecting

destination
choice

21%

“
  

Air
Passenger

Duty is a real
bone of

contention ”
“
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Planned spend on travel and accommodation by region in 2013

Region 2013 spend

Edinburgh £779

London £778

Leeds £723

Leicester £680

Glasgow £663

Norwich £661

Sheffield £632

Liverpool £625

Birmingham £619

Newcastle £618

Bristol £605

Manchester £573

Nottingham £571

Table: How much we are planning to spend on travel and accommodation in 2013

by region, highes-lowest spend. 

What about spending 
money?
In 2013 the average person plans to get 
through £449 in spending money while 
on holiday. This compares to the £444 
they spent in 2012 and the £450 they 
estimated they would spend in 2012. 

Who will spend the most?
• Men plan to take £499 compared 
with women who will take £401.
• The 70 plus age group will take the 
least money, believing £367 will cover 
their costs. This compares with the 
£486 those between 50 and 59 say 
they spend while on holiday.
• Students living away from home will 
have to get by on the least spending 
money. They plan to take £295. 
At the other end of the spectrum, 
retired couples where one or both 
partners are still working part time are 
allocating £562 per person to holiday 
spending money.
• Londoners are the biggest 
spenders while on holiday. The 
average resident from the capital 
plans to spend £555 while on holiday 
while those in Bristol will be taking 
£353.

Will people spend more or 
less overall in 2013?
Our survey shows that 39% believe 
they will spend more on holidays 
overall in 2013 compared with 2012. 
• 37% say they will spend about the 
same as in 2012
• 26% will spend a little more
• 12% think they will spend a lot more
• 9% are planning to spend a little 
less
• 5% a lot less
• 11% are unsure.

Holiday money
How much do Brits spend on travel and 
accommodation?
The TravelSupermarket Travel Trends Tracker highlights that on average 
people plan to spend £658 on travel and accommodation per person on 
their main holiday in 2013. This compares to the £663 they spent during 
2012, a figure that is close to the £642 they estimated they would spend 
during the year when surveyed at the same time last year.

Retired people are the big spenders
If we look at the research by life stage, the results are as follows:
• Students living away from their parents plan to spend the least (£425)
• Retired people spend more than others (£836 versus £775 for couples 
who do not plan to have children and £695 for couples with no children)
• Retired couples where one or both partners works part time will spend 
the most (£934)

Scots pay out for holidays
Edinburgh folk are the biggest holiday spenders if we look at the 
results on a regional basis. They plan to spend £779 on travel and 
accommodation in 2013. This compares with the £571 that those living 
in Nottingham say they will spend. Interestingly, when we asked the 
same question at the end of 2011, Nottingham residents said they 
expected to spend £850 per person. When it came down to it, they 
actually spent £691.
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represents poor value. When it comes 
to retired singles working part time, 
68% believe the independent route 
is good value. Those in Leicester are 
most sceptical about independence 
with 10% saying it is poor value. 
Interestingly these stats are higher 
than for package holidays. 
• Opting for low cost or budget airlines 
– we’re less convinced that these offer 
good value with 43% agreeing. This 
drops to 30% for those over 70.
• Booking a full service airline with no 
extra charges – perhaps indicating 
that our love affair with cheap flights is 
waning, some 48% agree full service 
airlines represent good value. 51% of 
women feel this way versus 45% of 
men. Surprisingly, students also fall 
into this camp with 54% in agreement.
• Taking long-haul trips to destinations 
with a lower cost of living – just 5% 
think this is poor value compared with 
42% who agree this is a good value 
holiday option. In Nottingham 31% 
feel this way while in Glasgow a much 
bigger 51% do.
• Flying in and out of smaller, less 
central airports and paying the transfer 
costs – just over a quarter of us (26%) 
say this offers good value versus 14% 
who say it’s poor value.  
• Driving and taking the ferry to the 
continent - just under a third of us see 
this as a good value option versus 
10% who consider it poor.
• Free WiFi – connections matter 
according to the results of our survey 
because 44% cite free WiFi as good 
value. This rises to 58% for those 
between 18 and 29 and sinks to 25% 
for the over 70s. 
• Free kids’ clubs – a net 28% of those 
responding to the survey said they 
viewed free kids’ clubs as good value. 
It’s not surprising that this figure rises 

Why spending more?
Of those who said they’d be spending 
more in 2013, the most common 
reasons were:
1. I’ve saved up for a nicer holiday 
(25%)
2. I didn’t go on as many holidays as I 
could have last year (24%)
3. I have more time this year to be able 
to go on a longer holiday (17%)
4. My general financial situation has 
improved (16%)
5. I plan to cut back in other areas to be 
able to spend more on holidays (14%).

Why spending less?
Of those who said they’d be spending 
less, the most common reasons were:
1. My general financial situation has 
worsened (27%)
2. I’m worried about how my financial 
position might change in 2013 (26%)
3. I spent too much on my holiday last 
year and have to cut back this year 
(21%)
4. I’m saving my money for some other 
purpose (21%)
5. I’m planning to go on as many 
holidays as last year but to less 
expensive locations (19%).

What do we think is good 
value in a holiday? 
• Package holidays - 48% of those 
surveyed agreed that package deals 
offer good value for money. In Bristol 
56% think they’re good value while in 
Edinburgh this figure drops to 32%.
• Booking an all-inclusive holiday – 
50% of us think these are good value, 
although this figure drops to 37% 
for those in first jobs who are single. 
However, only 11% will take one. 
• Booking independently or creating 
packages – 59% think this is good 
value versus just 4% who believe it 

to 54% for couples with young 
children but it is perhaps 
intriguing that 47% of students 
still living at home considered 
free kids’ clubs value for 
money.
• Free entertainment and 
facilities – half of people believe 
free entertainment and facilities 
are good value versus just 6% 
who consider them poor value. 
Edinburgh residents buck this 
trend with just 34% believing 
them good value.

Bob Atkinson said: “There 
are so many options and 
booking incentives when it 
comes to choosing holidays 
that it can be difficult to work 
out what genuinely represents 
value for money. Because of 
this, I suggest people do their 
research before committing 
so they don’t end up paying 
for unnecessary extras. As an 
example, our research shows 
that more of us value full 
service airlines than low- cost 
alternatives, which could well be 
down to the add-ons such as 
food and baggage costs that so 
often come with cheaper flights.
 
“Our survey highlights that 59% 
of people see independently 
booked holidays as good 
value compared with 48% who 
say the same about package 
holidays. Thanks to the internet, 
independently booked holidays 
are no longer the preserve of 
more daring or savvy consumers 
and it is quite simple for most to 
take advantage of the value they 
may offer.”
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Bob Atkinson said: “We treasure our 
holidays in the UK and losing out on 
one because of the collapse of holiday 
company or airline would obviously 
be very upsetting. However, there are 
simple steps we can take to protect 
ourselves just in case:

• Wherever possible, book an ATOL 
or a Flight-Plus covered holiday. If 
in doubt, ask the company you are 
booking with if they are covered and if 
you’re concerned that the licence isn’t 
genuine then check it with the CAA. 
http://www.caa.co.uk/

In recent years there has 
been a number of high 
profile collapses of holiday 
companies and airlines, which 
has led to people losing out on 
their hard-earned and much 
looked forward to holidays. In 
light of this, do Brits protect 
their holidays? Our research 
reveals that:
• 61% take out travel insurance
• 46% use a credit card to 
book
• 34% always book an ATOL-
backed package
• 17% do none of these.

Attitudes to protecting holidays against 
company collapses

• Pay by VISA or Mastercard debit 
card for charge back protection or 
by credit card so you can receive 
protection under the Consumer 
Credit Act for transactions over £100 
and up to £30,000
• For all holidays without protection 
such as DIY trips, you should have 
an insurance policy to cover End 
Supplier Failure. This protects you 
against loss due to the collapse of a 
part of your holiday or the ability to 
re-book the failed element without 
incurring the additional costs, 
dependent on your policy.

How long does it take to relax while on holiday?
Our research highlights 
just how good for the soul 
holidays are. Some 18% of 
us say we completely relax 
the moment we leave our 

home. Another 13% say total relaxation 
kicks in on the way to our destination. 
For about a quarter of us (26%) 
reaching our destination is the cue for 
relaxation while for a further 18% say it 

“
  

Credit
cards are used
by 46 per cent of

Brits to help
protect their
holidays ”

takes a good night’s sleep first then we 
reach a state of total relaxation on the 
first day. Sadly, 3% say they never fully 
relax while on holiday.
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Conclusion from
Bob Atkinson
We are now into the second year of the Travel Trends Tracker and the 
most striking finding of note for me is our determination as a nation 
to get away on holiday. Despite a challenging economic environment 
and the household budgets of many under pressure from rising 
costs on fuel, food and heating, Brits are still travelling. And it’s more 
important than ever that we continue to offer a service that helps the 
nation make their money go further, both in cash and geographical 
terms. 93% of Brits plan to holiday in 2013 and the more money we 
can help them save the better for the nation.

So what are the other highlights 
for me? We asked Brits about what 
they believe is good value for their 
holidays. 

• Traditional package holidays 
were cited by 48% of us as a 
measure of good value. Recent 
years have seen an increase in 
holidays being packaged under 
the ATOL definitions and we know 
that consumers like the safety 
and security that they offer. And 
when you have invested months in 
saving for your important summer 
break, the package continues 
to deliver on both value and 
protection for UK households.
• All inclusive holidays continue 
to rise in popularity. Although only 
11% of our survey contributors 
planned to take such a break in 
2013, 50% believe them to offer 
great value. The big tour operators 
and online travel agents continue 
to add more and more product 
for this holiday type and 2012 saw 
the first full year of First Choice 

operating as an all-inclusive only 
brand.
• Despite our ‘love’ of the 
package the long term drift 
to independently arranged 
holidays continues. 
59% of us believe that booking 
separate flights and hotels is 
good value with older travellers 
embracing this form of travel 
more than others. Perhaps 
their confidence, flexibility and 
experience in travelling helps them 
to take advantage of great deals.

We remain a conservative nation 
when it comes to our holiday 
habits. 

• We will holiday in the summer 
months on a beach, taking an 
average of 9.66 days for our main 
break and we are driven by price, 
the weather in our destination 
and the accommodation on offer. 
These key points have barely 
changed since our report last 
year. 
• The amount we are planning 
to spend on our breaks is fairly 
static one year on, not surprising 
when household bills are rising 
and many are not receiving pay 
increases. However it shows that 
we will not give up our break with 
40% of us willing to compromise 
on the type of break or the length 
of our trip away rather than staying 
at home.
• With the UK the biggest overall 
destination for us taking breaks of 
three nights or more, our choice of 
overseas destinations for our main 
breaks again is largely unchanged 
with ever-popular Spain the 
frontrunner for our holiday pound 
in 2013.

Bob Atkinson
Travel Expert,

TravelSupermarket

“
  

We
remain a
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nation when it

comes to
our holiday
habits ”

“
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• We like to research more than 
ever and really value what our 
friends and family advise, as 
well as review sites such as Trip 
Advisor. We are spending good 
money on our holidays and we 
need to ensure our holiday choice 
is right.

So what will challenge our 
behaviours in the 2013 booking 
market?

• Currency fluctuations will affect 
our plans. The pound continues 
to lose traction against the 
Euro and the US Dollar, which 
will push up costs in resort for 
holidaymakers. This could temper 
last minute demand for breaks in 
the Eurozone and push up costs 
for those on trips to Florida and 
the US cities. This is one to watch 
as the year goes on.
• Up and coming destinations 
will flourish. New services to Sri 
Lanka and Thailand will drive 
demand; particularly as they 

both offer such good value for 
money from a cost of living 
point of view. But we are also 
increasingly willing to try places 
like Cape Verde, the Gambia and 
the Spanish Caribbean for our 
main breaks as well as cities such 
as Ljubljana, Bilbao and Krakow 
which are attracting short break 
visitors bored with the obvious 
classics. And cruises will continue 
to take more and more share of 
the package market.
• We also like to avoid places 
where we perceive there to be 
danger, so demand for trips to 
Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco 
remains challenged. However 
there are bargains to be had in 
these countries and if there is one 
thing that lures a Brit it’s a deal 
so we remain confident that these 
destinations will soon bounce 
back. 

2012 was an extraordinary year 
for the UK. We enjoyed the huge 
success of the London 2012 

Olympics and Paralympics. The 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee gave 
us an additional bank holiday 
and a reason to stay in the UK 
and celebrate Her Majesty’s 60 
years on the throne. And the 
European football championships 
suppressed demand back in 
June. 

In 2013 we have no such events 
to distract us from our holiday 
plans and we will get back to 
what we do best, taking our 
holidays despite the challenges 
the economy can throw at us. 
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